
 
 

At Clinical Research Dental, it is our mission to support, promote and teach better dentistry through the 

presentation of clinical seminars, workshops, and scientific research studies and to provide only clinically 

proven products to dentists throughout North America via a highly trained and skilled technical support 

staff. 

We have an immediate and exciting career opportunity for a full-time permanent Warehouse 

Shipping Receiving Assistant to join our team in our East London, ON office.  

The Warehouse Shipping Receiving Assistant will be responsible for assisting the Warehouse 

Shipper/Receiver with all aspects of receiving.  This includes physical inspections, documenting non-

conformances, stock replenishment, posting receipts etc.  This position will also assist warehouse staff 

with shipping customer orders as needed.  A close working relationship with the Business 

Administration Manager and the Warehouse Team will be required.   

Responsibilities:  
 
 

1) Receiving: 

 Assist Warehouse Receiver with all product received from suppliers 

 All product received from suppliers is inspected initially for the condition in which it was 

received, quality and quantity of goods and compliance according to section 21 of the CMDR 

(Canadian Medical Device Regulations)   

 Product is then shelved and organized according to standards set forth in the ISO Quality 

Manual 

2) Picking/Packing/Shipping of Customer Orders:  

 Assist shipper with daily customer orders as needed. The sales orders are invoiced by the 

shipper or designee and assembled.  The invoices are checked for accuracy (lot numbers, tax 

codes, shipping charges etc.)  

 All orders are picked noting the lot numbers of any applicable item.  Care is to be taken to 

ensure the order is picked correctly 

 Our goal is to ship all orders placed before 3:00pm the same day.  Shipments are entered into 

the ICS database; labels are generated, and manifests printed at day end 

3) Ongoing Tasks: 

 General maintenance and organization of warehouse   

 Responsible for assisting with all cycle counts and awareness of expiration dates on all materials 

is imperative 

 

 



 
 

Desired Qualifications and Experience: 

 Minimum 1-2 years of warehouse experience, retail or other related to logistics is preferred  

 Proficiency in inventory software, databases and systems 

 Familiarity with GMP (Good Manufacturing Processes) 

 Good organizational and time management skills 

 Ability to stand and lift up to 30 pounds repetitively  

 Understanding of customs and shipping internationally 

 Minimum High School Diploma or equivalent. Post-Secondary Diploma in related field is an 

asset.  

 ISO Procedural Knowledge an asset 

 Ability to multi-task and work in a fast paced environment is essential. 

 

To Apply:  

Interested applicants encouraged to apply via email to Careers@clinicalresearchdental.com 
and reference to job “Warehouse Shipping Receiving Assistant” in the subject line. 

We thank all those who are interested in this opportunity. Only those applicants selected for an 
interview will be contacted. 

Accommodations are available for applicants with disabilities throughout the recruitment process. If you 
require accommodation, please let us know at the time of contact.   
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